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Question: 1
A company has an existing English language site for the Canadian market. It is planning to create a new
site for the US market. While most of the control of the current site can be reused for the new site, how
would you create the new site in the most efficient manner?
A. Create a live copy from the (ca/en) root to (us/en)
B. Duplicate the site root(ca/en), then move it to the new regional root
C. Copy the site root (ca/en) and paste it in the regional root (us/en)
D. Create a site (us/en) and define the redirect to (ca/en)

Answer: A
Question: 2
An author would like to display an AI-summarized version of an article. Which method would you
recommend to achieve this?
A. Create a variation of a master content fragment
B. Modify a component to display a shortened form of the article
C. Create a variation of an experience fragment
D. Implement a workflow to generate a summarized version

Answer: A
Question: 3
A company plans to develop a set of pages with the same design and structure. The only difference
between the pages is the content inside the body. What is the best approach to develop the pages?
A. Create a specific page template for each page with associated components in each body
B. Create a page template for all pages with a layout container in the body
C. Create a page template and put the rich-text (RTE) in the body
D. Use the out-of-the-box Reference component to allow freedom in context editing

Answer: B
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Question: 4
Refer to the exhibit. Which is an AEM page mode?

A. Timewarp
B. Publish
C. Deploy
D. Review

Answer: A
Question: 5
When a user requests a cacheable document from the AEM Dispatcher, what will the Dispatcher check to
access whether the document exists in the web server file system? Choose two.
A. If the document is not cached, the Dispatcher requests the document form the AEM instance
B. If the document is not cached, the Dispatcher returns a 404 error response
C. If the document is cached, the AEM Dispatcher returns the file from the CDN Cache
D. If the document is cached, the AEM Dispather requests the cached file after validation

Answer: A,C

